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PAUL KEBABIAN
AUTHORS SPLENDID
AMERICAN TOOL BOOK
Paul Kebabian's book ° American Woodworking Tools" has just been published. Kebabian surveys the tool
kits of all the major woodworkers
and, since planes played an important part in almost every artisan's
work, there is much about planes to
savor and many fine plane pictures
to delight the eve. The general
-thrust of "American Woodworking
Tools" is to place American tools
and toolmaking in historical perspective but interesting sidelights
are not neglected, For instance,
Kebabian's dating and location of
planemaker Jonathan Tower is almost
worth the price of the whole book
to the plane buff. The book spans
213 pages including an index and is
beautifully illustrated with 31
color plates 142 half tones and 27 .
line drawings. Published by the
New York Graphic Society, a division
of Little Brown and Co. "American
Woodworking Tools" costs $22.50.
We understand it will be offered to
EAIA members in their spring book
list at a special price of $16.00.

SETH BURCHARD INDEXES
.PLANE TALK, VOLS. I St II
Seth Burchard has completed the
major task of indexing the first
two volumes of our bulletin Plane
Talk. The index includes publications quoted or discussed; articles ,
from the bulletin; authors; subjects'
and the names of makers, both those !
found on planes and plane irons and
those from records. For anyone
who wishes to consult the bulletin
for specialized information the
index is indispensable and we hope
to publish it as part of a future
issue.

A NOTE ON CREASING PLANES
by P.D.
"Cresing" or "crease" planes are
mentioned in a number of 17th C.
American inventories. The word is
variously spelt but this can be
laid to the uncertain orthography
of the time. One of its earliest
appearances is in the 1675 inventory
of George Coall or Cole,. a joiner
of Lynn, Mass. Bill Goodman discusses this inventory in an article
in the Chronicle of the Early American Industries Association, Sept
1976. He points out that the expression has only been recorded in
America and supposes that the "9
cresing plains" which Coall owned
were probably moulding planes and
might have included side beads,
reeds and possibly ogees or ovolos.
The term moulding planes has
been known in Britain since the
16th Century. Planes which could
be lumped under that name during the
17th C. were bInbowing"planes, which
included the boltel and the casement plane (4.L.Goodman, ibid. and
Industrial Archeology, date unknown,
Woodworking Aporentices and their
Tools...) ; the hollows and rounds,
perhaps just another name for the
inbowing planes; the ogee and the
snipes-bill (the last four are
listed by Joseph Moxon, Mechanick
Exercises c 1678).
When George Coall made his inventory he listed separately by name,
hollow and round planes; smoothing,
fore and jointer planes; rabbet
planes; and an entry which may have
stood for tongue and grooving planes.
It can be strongly assumed, based
on the separate listing, that "oresing" was a synonym for a type of
plane to be expected in a joiner's
inventory. The only unnamed plane
which it would be usual to find in
quantity is the moulder and it is
therefore very likely that_Goodman's
Con't p. 2

Creasing planes, cont'd.)
supposition is on the money. 'Just
what type of moulders are represented and why they are called cre(a)sing planes is less sure. Goodman
points out that the tinman's creasing irons produce something like
beads or flutes in sheetmetal. He
does not suggest that either term
derives from the other; it is quite
possible that both derived from the
Basic meaning
of crease - a fold
a furrow, a ridge.

• It would be useful to learn the
actual source of the word and even
more useful to be able to specify
what moulders were meant. Whether
some early word book or commentary
can be found which will provide a
hint as to the source is worth exploring. An examination of more
old inventories might allow us to
come at a clear idea of what moulder type(s) may be covered by a process of elimination.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Seth Burchard tells us about an OHIO TOOL CO
plane which is stamped on its heel "SEARS ROEBUCK & CO/CHICAGO. We think we have mentioned
it before but it would be useful to compile a
list of makers who made planes for stores
and distributors who sold under ., their awn
Labels.
R.N.ROSS embossed in a zig zag border on a side
rabbet plane is recorded by Roger Smith. He
also has found a cornice plane of birch with a
single iron marked R.BLOOD. Another report by
Roger informs us of I.HALE on a plane of 19th
C appearance.

John Melonev a B-ARS member who is also a member
of ACTIVE, the Vermont tool collectors, must
have felt a sense of conflict when he wrote up
a recent article, "A Rangeley Lake Shoot Board
Plane". At least we hope he thought of 3-ARS
as a possible home for his interesting piece
before he contributed it to "The ACTIVE Scrapbook".
If you want to see a human being who exhibits
all the colors of the rainbow, make a pilgrimage
to view the Secretary. He is blue with melancholy, green with envy, red with excitement,
white with rage and black with disappointment.
The reason? John Meloney bought the plane
about which he wrote from the Secretary's
brother-in-law. If not one-of-a-kind, this
boat builder's plane is certainly one of a very
limited series. Designed to bevel the ends of
cedar planking so as to provide a smooth tight
joint when a strake had to be lengthened, the
plane operates in a shoot "box". We won't describe it further for we hope that John and
ACTIVE will allow us to reprint the article in
a later issue of Plane Talk.

Roger Smith owns a plane that has been struck
with the marks of :
J.KELLOGG/AMHERST/MASS.
H.WEILS/UNSBURGH/MASS.
UNION TOOL CO/GOSHEN/MASS.
GREENFIELD TOOL CO/GREENFIELD/MASS.
Roger hazards it happened at a Union meeting
or at the local rum shop afterward. Or perhaps
the tool belonged to a workman who at one time
In B-ARS III-1 we captioned an illustration of
the bill head of the Capewell (Hartford, Ct)
Or another worked at each of the four plants
Horsenail Co. incorrectly. The Capewell plane
and thumped the stamps in like a gunfighter
was made for them by PEXTO.
notching his pistol butt. Whatever the explanation is, its a curious survival. The locations
of the firms could have been encompassed by a
Bob Seiffert confirms the CAULDWALL mark reported
circle with a twenty mile diameter. The marks
by Dan Semel in our fall 1977 issue. It was
found on a plank match plane also stamped A. OSappear to have been struck in the order given
BORN. Although W.L.G. listed a Birmingham maker,
and the dates of the firms, centering around
Thomas Cauldwall in 8.P.I, the mark given was
the early 1850's are such a workman could hay0_
worked for a short period for each in turn,
CAULDWELL (ZB). This entry in WP II has been
Wells and Union Tool were short lived. Kellogg
altered to CAULDWALL like the Seifert and Semel
remained in business (with name changes)for many marks. However, the dates given by WLG for
years. Greenfield Tool Co, a reorganization of
Thomas Cauldwall are 1805-1812. This raises a
the Conway Tool Co which was in turn an out very curious question because the Semel plane
growth of Parker, Hubbard & Co , continued into i bears initials topped by stylized crowns like
the eighties.
I those found on Thomas Grant planes. Grant
planes, it is well established, date from the
18th C and the crowned initial convention seems
Carl B000 asks for data on Walkers Adjustable
to belong to the same period. If Thomas CauldFace Plane and on Edwin Hahn, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
wall stamped Dan Semel's plane he has a longer
and earlier working period than supposed. If
From J.T. Marshall comes the query, can we assign he didn't there is another Cauldwall.
an approximate date to brass shoulder planes of
Bob Seifert's A Osborn may of course be an
i
this style:
The sketched example is unmarked. • owner but Thomas Grant was a dealer who stamped
Its wedge is ebony and the sole plate is steel.
other men's planes. Is it possible that Osborn
was, like Grant, an American importer who bought
from Cauldwall just as Grant is shown to have
If
bought from John Cogdell.

B.NORMAN embossed in a straight sided rectangle
on a handled 14 1/8" narrow cornice plane dated
1840 on the heel has been collected by Dan Semel.
The iron is by W.SUTCHER.

z, 54

I
In his June list, John A Moody renorts a jack •
plane - E.W.CARPENTER patent, marked ACXER &
REMLY/LANCASTER/PA. Note WP/NCA,SAVUEL AUXLER/
LANCASTER/PA. and KEIFFER & AUXER same town.

The unrecorded label R.EASTBURN noted by Bob
Graham in 1-3 (also noted II-3) has been sighted
by Bob Seifert.

Charles Randall tells us that both SAMUEL KIEFER
and the presumably related firm KEIFER and AUXER
both made planes featuring the E.W. CARPENTER
double wedce, adjustable throat patent. All
three worked in Lancaster, Pa. The shared patent
and their location suggests a close relationship.
Alan Bates amplifies his report of A STEAD in
11-4, p.7. The plane is actually of birch, not
beech as reported here, and it carries a relieved
wedge. This information most probably places
the plane somewhere on the east coast of N.E.
and opens up avenues by which Stead may be identified.
Roger Smith incidentally, has reported i- Jn.
TOWER Yankee style plow, sliding arms, wooden
thumb screws heavy chamfering and a relieved
wedge which he believes shows the influence of
A.SMITH and other early Southeastern Mass. makers.
From Fred Bair comes a pair of marks found on
planes of French origin:
Estachyf. a Toulon
Fabrique D'outils F. Ducros ,
Marseille
111-3 (3)
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Huches & Murdock, the beautiful, lady tool
dealers of Weybridge in Surrey (U.X.) have issued their first formal, illustrated catalog.
Dave Perch ooints out that some Canadian tool
It contains more than 120 plane items among a
catalogs (which were very likely produced by
large list of fine tools. We have extracted
bilingual French-Canadians) have some interestthis interesting entry from a page describing
ing new terms to add to the language of rhykenplough planes. "This fascinating and extremely
ology. One of these is the "frying" plane. No
unusual plough plane has a compass sole, a comdoubt, when supplies were short after a hard
pass fence and even a curved depth stop. It
winter, the Canadian carpenter could, if his
was made by J.H.BANNISTER, who restored furnidigestion were good, prepare his plane as an
ture in Surrey for many years. The body is
article of diet to sustain him until fresh probeech with an oak fence, the arms are wedged
vender was available. Dave suggests that parand
the brass thumb screw is beautifully chunky
boiling must have been a first step in the proand obviously handmade. Unfortunately we do
cess.
not know why this plough was circular. It was
For the cooper, a "neveler" was available.
intended, presumably, for use on a curved surThis instrument probably represented a refineface. Any suggestions? We have never seen a
ment in barrelmaking which was not adopted
plough like this. (Length of fence 8 5/8")."
elsewhere.
Hughes & Murdock's address for those who may
While we may not be lucky enough ever to sewant to receive their catalog is: The Cedars,
cure a specimen of the frying plane inasmuch as
.Cedar Grove, Weybridge, Surrey, :<T13 9PP, Engthey have doubtless all been consumed, the colland. Tel:Weybridge 41413. Price $2.00.
lector should advance every effort to secure a
neveler, certain to be the premier object of
Two labels noted by Roger Smith are:
any important collection.
I FOSTER- embossed in a rectangle on a 3/4"
skew rabbet. The plane is of birch and is
Catalog *16 issued by Iron Horse offers a 11
/
2"
9 5/8" long.
hollow of 18th C appearance. The plane, marked
S.HILL - embossed in a rectangle on a pair of
G.LAKE in a saw tooth border, is of beech and is
1
/
2" holltw and round planes. They are 9 7/8"
"9 3/8" long. No G. Lake is previously listed
long and of birch.
but B.P. II contains a T.(homas) LAKE who worked
in Winchester (England) from 1830 to 1850.
A comparison of the marks on A.SMITH/REHOBOTH
with an E.SMITH/REHOBOTH collected by Rozer
Warren Petko tells about a 5/8" reverse ogee
Smith shcw identical Rehoboth marks and very
with a fillet in his collection. It is marked
similar name marks. It would seem almost certain
in 1/8" high letters. THOMAS WHITE/UNION St/PLY- that the names were cut by the same diesinker
and perhaps contemporaneously. The E. Smith
MOUTH. Does anyone know which of the several
Plymoughs contains a Union Street?
specimen is 1 3/8" hollow, 91
/
2" long of beech.
The A. Smith is a plow also of beech and 91
/
2"
long.
NOTES & QUERIES
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A page from the Invoice Book of an unidentified Western,
Mass.
plumbing supply house. Henry L. James who sold them 13
miter planes
was in business as early as 1855 and obviously continued
until at
least 1870. He may have bought the business of Henry Wells
whose
records cease about the time James started and who is mentioned
as
early as 1849.
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NOTES & QUERIES
R. For eron sends us news of the following:
D.LANE - embossed in a serrated border on a
10" birch moulder with a Sleeper-style wedge.
A:HIDE
two sightings - birch with relieved
wedges.
Dan Semel reports an aularently unrecorded variety of the OHIO TOOL C mark. He notes that the
Sept. 1971 EAIA Chronicle has a piece by George
Murphy with some interesting OH/0 marks. His
is like el but the embossed stamp has a straight,
not sawtoothed border and C'4 has the underlining shown rather than Crwhich appears in the
Chronicle mark. Dan's plane is marked 72 on the
toe and has a 3 size mark on the heel.
Three brass violin maker's planes with irons
made by E.P.PRESTON of Birmingham (England, not
Conn.) are awned by Bob Seiffert. They are presumed to date between 1880 and 1900. The plane
bodies are stamped J.G.TRAIL who is presumably
an owner. Bob provides the following data for
the planes, a picture of which appears in this
issue. Left to right
2.-0, flat sole, 7/8" serrated iron
1 5/8", round sole, 3:4" plain iron
1", round sole, 5/16" serrated iron

Another Philadelphia maker who used lignum
vitae "boxing" was ZALBIEIGHAuswe are told by
Charles Randall.
Bob Ochenas noints out that aside from the
fairly common moulding planes, there are a substantial number with shapes of ?rester complexity
which either have no establisheg names or are
called different names by different collectors.
Bob has noted that some of these unusual shapes
are difficult to find reflected in furniture or
house joinery, raising the question of how and
where they were used. We share Bob's interest
in the matter and believe that here is still
another subject which requires only a little
systematic study to provide useful information
not only for collectors but also for students
of building and furniture styles.
Ken Bassett sends word of an early looking mould- •
er which is marked ELI SMITH in a straight
bordered rectangle. The plane also carries the
boxed initials ID in a saWtooth border.
In a book for young people called "The Carpenter's
Tool Chest" and published in 1933, Thomas Hibben,
writing about the tools of the Middle Ages, says,
"Curiously, however, they do not seem to have
used the plane, at least not until late in the
period, for a writer of the fourteenth century
says the plane was unknown in his youth." Hibben
does not give the source of his quotation. It
would be interesting to know who the writer was
and where he lived. It is generally stated that
planes were infrequently used in the Middle Ages
but there is not a great deal of evidence either
way.

A list of makers from Rob Munhall included:
J.P.STORER/BRUNSWICKIME - on a lignum vitae
ship plane. At the time of Rob's report this had
no vet aooeared. It is now listed in the 2nd.
- edition of WPINCA.
G. TISSINGTON/LONDON - Instrument maker's
plane. At the time of Rob's report P.B. II
had not yet been published. It contains a single SVE reports - a second sighting of J.GREGG on a
sighting of Tissington.
Tc7r beech tongue plane. Also R.CROSS a 9" beech
reeding plane toced with rosewood.
III-3 (5)

THE P. NICOL PATENT
by
David G. Perch
During the last quarter of the 19th century most Canadian plane manufacturing was centered in the eastern townships in the town of Roxton Pond.
Philippe Nicol of Ste. Pudentienne was one of these manufacturers and in
the year 1888 on August 14, applied to the Department of Agriculture
-Patent Branch - for a patent for "certain new and useful improvements in
bench planes".
Nicol's new and useful improvements employ "a new style wedge and plane
iron holder" capable of holding the wedge and plane iron more firmly than
the standard method used on wooden planes. The object being to reduce
the thickness of the plane block giving the shavings a better escape route,
because the throat is cut lower down.
Nicol goes on to say the second part of his invention relates to the
combination wedge an4 plane iron holder and the fact that the plane block
is reduced to half of its usual thickness. He makes no claim to the wedge,
iron or striking knob as these, he says, are not new.
The old,wooden-soled "Bailey" planes were about half the thickness of
the typical all-wooden plane, so I would assume Nicol used this principle
in conjunction with his new metal collar, wedge and plane iron, holder.

Planes of the relieved wedge school.

The plane improvements patented by Philippe Nicol of Roxton Pond,
Province of Quebec on August 14, 1880
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An English joiner's shop of the 10th Century
from a book illustration by George Cruikshank.
1792-1870. At least ten planes are visible.
It is presumed that Cruikshank rendered the
shop from an actual example, probably chosen
for its old fashioned appearance. At least,
none of the objects shown appear uncharacteristic of the 18th Century. The book was a fictionalized memoir of Jack Sheppard, the highwayman who lived from 1702 until his execution
at Tyburn in 1724.

NOTES & QUERIES
A plane iron owned by Carl B000 bears an imprint
of a flying bird surrounded by a conventional
border. The arc -shaped upper part of the
border bears the name HACKMAN & CO. Below the
bird the border is straight and contains the
word SORSAKOSKI.

A PLANS FOR WEDGE FINIALS?

A previously unreported THO.GRANT moulder belonging to Jack Gorlin bears the usual crown
device, this time surmounted by the initials
A B. A monograph soon to be published by Dan
Semel lists sixteen variations of initials on
Grant planes as well as several on planes by
Other 18th C markers. Some of these last are
the same combinations found on Grant planes but
at least one has not yet been found on a Grant
plane. Jack's report brings the Grant list to
17 and still counting.

OWNED BY CARL BOPP

A truly excellent piece of research by Dan Sdffiel
on Thomas Grant, originally intended to be reported in these pages, has outgrown our format.
It is now expected that the report will be published as a booklet by EAIA in collaboration
with Fraunces Tavern. The booklet will be available to EAIA members and to visitors at a new
exhibition being prepared for Fraunces Tavern
by Bob Sutter. The exhibition, called "Sidewalk
Superintendent - 1719 to 1830", will deal with
the building industry and hardware trade during
and shortly after the period in which various
Thomas Grants appear in NYC records.
Fraunces Tavern is an 18th C. New York City
establishment still operating as a restaurant
in downtown Manhattan at the juncture of Broad
and Pearl streets. It was at a dinner at
Fraunces that George Washington bade farewell
to his staff following the Revolutionary War.
Fraunces Tavern maintains a museum stocked with
historic objects and documents.

MADE BY B. SHENEMAN/NO 735/MAREET ST./
PHIL'A/ WARRANTED.

Bud Steere's newest list includes a 5/8" bead
plane bearing the name GLADWIN & PENN /WALLING.FORD/CONN. Both Joel Fenn & Co and P.A.Gladwin
& Co. appear in K.R.'s WPINCA list with Wallingford addresses but the combination has not been
previously noted.
A previously unnoted variant is SMITH, LYON &
FIELD/NEW YORK/EXTRA. The EXTRA mark is twice
the height of the other words. The mark was
recorded by Seth Burchard.
In a recent list Roger Smith offers an H.CHAPIN/
UN/ON FACTORY 1½" skew rabbet with a supplementary mark, J.FENN. He speculates that his
might be Joel Fenn. Although the name may merely
be a coincidence, the possibility that his plane
came from the personal kit of Joel Fenn is an
intriguing one. Is it known whether Fenn was
apin's bench hands?
ever numbered among Hermon
Another possibility is that Chapin bought planes
from Fenn or perhaps bought his remaining stock
when he went out of business.
Among other interesting planes in his August list,
4
/ " by 14"
Roger Smith described B.NORMAN on a 31
cornice plane. Previous B. Norman marks noted
have been incised; this one is embossed.
A 5" crown moulding made by A.SMITH/REHOBOTH h
has been acquired by Bud Brawn. Noteworthy is
the fact that the hand forged iron bears the
initials AS in a rectangle. While the smith
who made the iron is not necessarily A.SmITH
who made the plane, the correspondence of the
initials lends further substance to the theory
that early American planemakers did not necessarily import their irons but made or had them
made locally. The earliest New Engladd planes
frequently are equipped with unmarked irons, an
absence not expected in the Sheffield product.

FINIAL WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN PRODUCED BY
THE SHENEMAN PLANE. SIMILAR FINIALS HAVE
BEEN NOTED.

A very interesting plane owned by Carl Boot,
might have been used in shaping wedge finials
(See illustration). The plane, marked B.
SHENEMAN/NO. 7351/MARKET ST/PHIL'A/WARRANTED,
is sprung and has a cutting profile which is
roughly half an oval. Although no wedge finial
has been found that exactly fits it, it closely
approximates the shape of several. R.A.Salaman
illustrates a planemakers wedge-notching plane
plane on p. 376 of his"Dictionary of Tools If
the Bopp plane is indeed for wedge finials its
use would follow that of the wedge-notcher.
Dan Semel reports a 9 3/4" moulder marked T/TCOMB
with a wedge having a long oval finial somewhat
resembling the I SLEEPER wedge but without the
sharp fall off at the rear. The iron is by
Newbould.
In the spring 1978 catalog issued by Iron Horse
appears a listing of a 1" beech reverse ogee with
a fillet marked G.FORBES in a rectangle. In
W.L. Goodman's first edition of "British Planemakers..." a J.FORBES appears and the name is
also given in both editions of Ken Roberts"
WPINCA. BP II does not list the name. Since
there is nothing known to link the two Forbes
it may be that this gratuitous information has
no place in this note. However, makers with
the same surname often turn out to be related
and the fact that WLG has dropped J. Forbes suggests he may be an American. If G. Forbes is
connected then perhaps he is also American. We
invite comment from those who know more about
these things than we do. Cf. =1- 4

In his latest catalogue, Bud steere lists a 1"
tongue marked I.FGOTE. It also bears the date
1870.
111-3 (7)

NOTES & QUERIES
PI) queries whether the "beveling plane" patented by M.B.Tidey et al is the plane pictured
and so captioned in 11-4 p.14. He points out
that a photograph of an almost identical plane
appears in the second edition of Ken Roberts'
WPINCA. This plane, from the collection of
Jim Cooley, bears the mark of HAYDEN/SYRACUSE
and is attributed in the caption as US Patent
#6304, April 10, 1849, by William H. Blye,
DeRuyter, N.Y. The patent information may
appear on the plane but this is not clear. In
/II-1 p.10 we reported a Blye plane of the same
appearance found by Seth Burchard and suggested
that Blye was apparently a licensee of Tidey's.
However, recourse to Bill Hilton's "Index of
Plane and Spoke Shave Patents" describes the
Blye patent as a "hinged plane guide". This
seems to describe both the Tidey drawing we
published and the Cooley plane. To complicate
matters, the"Index" describes the first Tidey
patent as a "beveling plane". Providing for a
beveling cut certainly seems to be a probable
purpose of the fence shown in the B-ABS Tidey
and WPINCA Blye leaving us with a question as
to what each man patented. Our answer is no
doubt no further away than the patent descriptions. Perhaps a member will compare these and
supply us with an explanation.

A plow with wedged stems and a sliding wood
depth stop marked J.G.YORK belongs to Barton
McGuire. The wedge, illustrated elsewhere, has
a relieved finial. This confirms a report by
. Charles Randall of this maker in 1-4 p.9. We
said at the time that second and third reports
were more significant than the first. Took us
two years to get this one.

9
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In his September 1978 list John Moody offers
a 20" applewood foreplane marked W.H.KIRK, a
16" jackplane of 18th C characteristics marked
S. .INGHAM and a 24" rosewood jointer or tryplane marked L.MIX. These names may represent
owner-makers or may reveal as yet unrecorded
makers for sale.

Heel

Matthew Carter reports another sighting of IGEN
BEST (I-4 p.14) earlier noted by Bob Graham .
The mark, in a zig zag border, is strong confirmation that Best, who had appeared in no
previous list, was a maker.
Dan Semel has collected a leathercased double
iron (cutter and cap iron) which is marke.!
BARRY & WAY/CAST STEEL/WARRANTED on the cutter
and BUTCHER/SHEFF/ELD on the cap. As noted by
K.R. in "Planemakers...In New York State...",
Barry & Way were hardware dealers in N.Y.C. in
the 1840's.
Earlier associated with the Kennedy s of
Hartford, the firm had a planemaking background
and labeled many planes.many of which were perhaps made on their own premises. William Way
is presumed to be a member of a family long
active in the hardware trade in Hartford while
Samuel Barry was himself a planemaker.
It is not known that the firm ever made its
own irons and the probability is that the
Semel iron was made for the Barry & Way label
by Butcher, whose cap iron seems to match the
cutter, or by another edge tool firm. An interesting consideration is that, at this period
and for many years afterward. Sheffield tools
were advertised in the U.S. as top of the line
and it was very difficult for American makers
to persuade the tool buyer that their products
matched or exceeded the excellence of the English import. Bearing this in mind: it can be
conjectured that Barry & Way must have felt a
conflict between pride in their firm and the
commercial advantage of sv-plying English labeled irons with their planes. The fact that this
seems to be the first reported iron with their
house label indicates that commercial advantage
won out.
Another maker who used the relieved wedge turns
up in connection with a moulder owned by Barton
MdGuire. No name appears on the professionally
made plane but four boxed initialsDNRCAre
embossed on the toe.See illustration of relieved
wedges on another page.
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Plane and iron by Weiss & Sohn In Wien.
pitawn from a beech moulding plane by
till Hilton
At.a recent auction of tools held by the Early
Trades & Crafts Society on Long Island, N.Y.,
three Chapin planes appeared which still bear
the paper label of J.E.BASSETT & CO of New
Haven, Conn. The company which was founded in
1784 by Titus Street went through a series of
ownerships and name chages until it was taken
over in the 1880's by John E. Bassett, a long
time employee. In 1895 the company's address
was 754 Chapel St. The label on the planes
gives an address of 266 Chapel St., putting
them into a period prior to 1895.
An interesting study designed to develop a dating technique for historic buildings based on
their original mouldings has recently been begun by Andrea Gilmore of the National Park Service. Ms. Gilmore who is connected with the
North Atlantic Historic Preservation Center in
Boston has been examining the working profiles
of moulding planes in an effort to associate
datable planes with moulding styles. To this
end she has recorded the profiles and makers'
names from planes in a number of private and
museum collections. We hope to learn the outcome of Ms Gilmore's study and will report
whatever information comes our way in some later
issue.
A list advertising an auction of Early American
Tools held by Richard A. Crane on September 9th
in Hillsboro, N.H., contains the following descriptions: Pr. T & G Planking Planes - MATTESON & SULLY: 16" Wood Plane T.M. - BRIDAE: 16"
Wood Plane L.G. & CO.: Low Angle Plane MK. TRUSTWORTH: Comb. Plane w/cutters FULTON: Rabbet
Plane -4/Fence SPEAR & WOOD: Compass plane L.
BARLOW. The same list contains the entry: Early
Dutch Grooving Plane C.SPAAN.
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NOTES & QUERIES

W. YOUNG on a pair of side rabbets was noted by
John A. Moody in his.June list. There were a
number of Youngs among the planemakers on both
sides of the Atlantic. Can anyone place this
man?
Another common name among planemakers was
Hall. Jock lists an S.HALL, eight of whose
planes were found in a kit belonging to a ship
carpenter, P.M. Bates, presumed to be from
Mass. Among his planes were included examples
by at least 8 professional makers both English
and American.
The number of Hall planes outnumbered those of any other maker in the list.
Because of the type of planes represented we
presume him to be a professional: beads, a
rabbet, hollows and rounds bore his stamp. Was
he one of the stately Halls of England, or
perhaps one of the Union Halls found in so many
American cities?
Bob Seifert reports a 141
/
2 " beech panel plane
with an offset toat and the mark G. FORBES.
In his June list Roger Smith offered an Ovolo
Single Sash Coping plane marked BEERS who appears to be an unrecorded 18 C maker. The
plane was part of a kit of tools which contained
a number of planes by Madox and other early
English makers. This hoard contained also a
match plane stamped B.NORMAN
.

Dan Semel has acquired the following:
J.WOODS - embossed, border is straight with
angular indents and a pattern of dots one to
each interval between the indents, 18 century
characteristics, Sleeper-like wedge, skew
rabbet with hand forged iron.
M.H. also W.L. - two sets of boxed initials
(m H may actually be H.W.), sawtooth borders.
The MH/EW appears on the upper fore end in the
area usually reserved for makers. Someone suggested it was an early Henry Wetherell mark.
Plane is a 10 1/8" birch cove and astrigal
with long chamfers and a relieved wedge.
It
was found on the R.I.-Conn. border and resembles
the Nicholson/Ballou school.
J.METCALF - embossed in a sawtooth rectangle
broad flat chamfers, birch round Diane, wedge
finial off round but not later ovoid shape.
N.SMITH./WARRANTED- embossed in a straight
sided rectangle, 9 3/8" beech, bead.
S.MORSE - embossed in a straight sided rectangle with angular indents, 10" narrow round
plane, beech(?).
MACKEREL - embossed: in straight sided rectangle, matching hollow and round, beech 9 3/8"
identical wedges with older pattern finials but
planes appear professionally made 19th C. Irons
are marked - UTTERWORTH.

Adding still more names to the list of Philadelphia makers who "boxed"with lignum vitae, Dan
Semel reports that the wear strips in planes
made by Philadelphia makers W BROOKS and A.
'WHEATON, which he earlier believed to be ebony,
From The Original Papers, Reports and Catalogs
are probably also lignnm vitae. Brooks and
of the Franklin Institute Fairs of 1849 and
Wheaton were both 18 C makers indicating that
1850 (Phila. Pa.), Carl Bono extracts the folthe lignum vitae convention was well established
lowing:1850 - Patent planes by SANDERS & EDELIN/
early on.
PHILA: 1849, 1850 - E.W.CARFENTER/LANCASTER
(This entry allows us to expand the - 1859 date provided in WPINCA).
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Tracings showing some of the similarities shared by Sleeper,
Little, Tileston and perhaps others.
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NOTES .& QUERIES
Bob Cameron gives us a list of unusual labels;
- incised, Humphreyvilll
RIVER
I
Iron
P
embossed
W. PEDSTONE,W.C411;1
M. CATHER/HAMBURG
H & C CARTEX(TROY/N.Y. - not ItC or R&C
WARING & ST 1TIAL/3rd AVE. &
St.
B.RING* - compare E.C.Ring, Worthington,W..
ED F DUMAS - incised script, compass plane
with interchangeable soles. Iron marked
THOS
FIRTH & SONS/WARRANTED/CAST STEEL.
Bob Graham adds further sightinqs of WIGNALL;
R.TUBBS (reversed S) and J. PHELPS, all embossed.

(On

E-III

The name J.JEPSON is stamped on two 18th C.style
planes collected by Dan Semel. The mark is
large and has well cut letters in a sawtooth
border. Jepson was probably an owner-maker because the larger plane, a panel plane is stamped
both fore and aft and the marks are upside down.

(0

VIA

In their June Catalog #5, Anne and Don Wing published an update on their research into the lives
and work of Providence planemakers, Jonathan
Ballou, John Lindenberger, and Joseph Fuller.
While it is promised thatthis information will
be published in an expanded format at some later
date, no serious collector of New England makers
can afford to go without the notes so far provided. Individual issues of the Wing's catalogs
are $1.50, an annual four-number subscription is
$6.00. We don't know if Catalog #5 remains in
print but suggest writing to find out if you
haven't got this one. Write; The Mechanick's
Workbench, Front St., Marion, Mass. 02738.
Fred Bair provides some useful information for
plane collectors who may not yet have learned
all the available sources. He gives us the
following names addresses of English suppliers.
Neil Lewington
R.M.C.Maude
2 Bodinar Vean
6 Malbrook Rd.
MmLri'c,e, Penzance
Patray, London SW 15
Cornwall.
Frank Niering
58 Greenhill
Hampstead High St.
London, N.W. 3
Fred says he(and we're sure a lot of other
collectors) would like to learn the names of dependable dealers in France, Holland, Germany,
Austria, Portugal, Italy or Spain.
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An Unusual Plane Collected
By Fred Bair.
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More examples of the relieved wedge school
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
134. R. TIDE'. OF ITHACA. NEW TORE.
CARPENTER'S
. PLANE.
Bp•eltleatIon at Letters Patent No. 18.880, dated Eareh 2/, 1857.

• ••
To all trAont it may concern:
lk it known that I. 11. B. T1DEY. of
Ithaca. iii the comity of Tompkins and State
of New York. have invented a new and Int. a prowa Mode of Constraciing Resiels-Planes:
and I
hereby declare that the following is
• -a full and clear 4leseriptiois of the
tvferenee being had So the ace panying
drawings. forming part of this specification.
• 10 in whitli—
Figure 1 is a view of the cavity or throat
opening of the plane snick as constructril
• for the reception of the hit-rase. Fig.
• and Fig. 3 is
is a reverse view 4.f the s:
. 16 a longitudinal sectional view ti:evrof. Fig.
.4 is ii Isit-case to he a pplie.1 to s.,•i id er city
-• and Flu. 3 is a view of she lower extremity
thereof. Fig. o the Nifile as Fig. 1 with
the hit-ease appli4.41. awl Fig. 71 11 reverse
20 Aew daf
s;11114,., Fig. it is a view of the
itisylainiete.complete as invented and constructed

porting mit C anti screw holes hI. also finishing calls e. c. Fir.it is is reverse view of

'he „aim, ..h(twinz the face elf the plane.

The lines F. F. F. F. Fig. 3. represents the
I ack face am) the lower pail of the from 60
face of the cavity
throat opening and
' are to be made p7rallel with each other or
nearly so. the ohiss-e tat wliji•li j, Its prevent
any lutce or opening at twilit D. Fig, 7. hy
drawing up the hit-case for ihe purpose of 55
refacing Ilte plan.% lit the 111Vily as thus

ao

ellostcoelea I 01.i.ly the metallic hit -ease
(Fig. 41 as teen at A. Fig. 4;, which i,
enred therein IT screw% .1 11 Ilanliigh slots

C. C.

1:111clillg 11111 7. s:1141 11111 being a rod of ao

•
iron
par-40g 1111111011111.1111:111e,lock 1
.1.11' 111:11
lisa liii tl4
11:1,s4•S 11111101gli
y roust it mingus-4.1-slOck. ils lower extre
lion of the plane's face
111111.0,e.

a
and ot.lier
iii
los the remption of the hil and its

65

11041.10. The hit -ease I arrange
FO as lo lie solinste•I according to the 'wear
or ditnitantion of Ow plane's face, for which
upper extremity of the 70
purpose I 111110W
141111ilify
.
f.s. 'siring of planes: see- ease hack soaking a projeciion at rigio
Mid lo teioler them more dor:dile: third to angle,: with its 1.4-1 A. Which i, 1iroVi.14..1
rclain a
'form month: 6011111 10 obviate with EtacCs. y. which i- received IT gC0101. 1.
their flogging awl link the reteissiiiii mit the of :olio:401de screw IL hy the operatioss mat
SO ess..niial past of the plane 44 Iwo the stoek is
which the hitsciese icav he :.1.1 31 pleasure. is
worts out.
:Joist t. Figs. I 001
ling it passage • .
The f4.11ou iii descript i
will enahle' • tinder servw heads •!. al. whets 14.41,1•11441.
those skilled in the an
soake and use my
I chains as iiiv invention ;UM 414•Nile
•
invent limit. •
to Seeill'C hi 1.4.11Cr•L
Will is:
36
The suo.h. of soy inventims consists in the
The application ii• 11.r cavity of the plain. SO
mistral:thin of planes of wood and in the soali of al 1111•1:111114.• loll 4%1S4: and ,o 1114'11111S
usual way with the exception of tie cavity it that iis lower. extre • y shall eonstitute
or throat opening which i- essentially dif a part of the plane's face cmon-tructed and
• ferent as will be seen hcrea her.
operated sulkiantiAly• for the purpose and
40 I construct in the plam• slack a cavity of in the way set (unit.
uniform width as denoted hy lines a, Fit's.
31. B. TIDEV.
I. 9, 7. and S. which n•rminates lonoitu• dinilly at lines 1,, Figs. I. '2. 3, 6, 7, and 8.
Witnesses:
Fig. 1 is an upper view of said cavity showWar. Alict.r.,
n ing also the adjustable screw B with supWm. F. Pam.
• •
'

Similar letters of reference indicate eor• rtiontilitig parts in these s•everal figures.
25 Ilse 4.1.teet of thi.. ineesi tion is, first a l ,

A TIDEY PLANE WHICH WOULD NO DOUBT FETCH A TIDY SUM
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More examples of the relieved wedge school
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IRON -510E VIEW

IRON - gRONI IEW

From Bob Fridlinaton comes a handsome sketch and
a description of an unusual plane of rosewood.
Bob says: "I've never seen one llke it, but I
do not know anything about planes so it might
be fairly commonplace. I have enclosed a trac
ing.of the shape -- it has a tiny eye and a
very odd iron that actually leans just a bit
forward of vertical. Instead of the bottom
of
the iron being sharpened, there is a foot
sticking forward at right angles and the front
edge of this foot is the blade." We think he
knows a good deal about planes. He certainly
has an eye for a beautiful oddity.

111-3 (14)

TRANSITICNAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFCRMATION
RCGER X. SMITH, Editor
Bill Hilton of Lynn, Meas. has submitted the
accompanying article and drawings about a set of
aluminum weatherstrip planes in his collection.
The only identification marks are A1UM0 23,
3B, etc. Neither Bill nor I know who actually
manufactured them, but they are probably of 193019L0 vintage.
A weather stripping saw identical to the
one he illustrates was offered by Stanley Tools
during this period.
' Bill's drawings and information are selfexplanatory, but if anyone has additional infornation as to the manufacture, etc. of these planes
please send it in.
Phil Stanley of Westboro, Mass. reports
that CO-reg02
77Tir le-S of the McCauley design, as
reported in BARS, Vol. III, No. 1, Spring 1978,
were also listed in a c. 1915 Orr & Lockett Hive.
Co. (Chicago) Catalog and a 1920 Oliver ..;oodworking Mach. Co. (Grand Rapids, ith.) Catalog.
This indicates that Oliver and/or others were
manufacturing these planes at least 15 years
after the Bayley Co., discontinued them.
It would be interesting to know if anyone
has a core box ;lane of this type with Oliver
markings.
This brings Us to a discussion about another
plane manufactured by Oliver. This writer recently
had the good fortune to acquire one of the unusual
Turn Table Planes, as illustrated on the next pg.
Edwin i. Foster of Central ?ark, L.I., N.Y.
received patent #8142,1c3 for the plane on Jan. 29,
1907.
The unique feature of the plane is a revolving frog that will rotate to the right or left,
setting the blade on a skew. This enables the
plane to be used as a block plane, right and left
hand shoot board plane, or in the regular position
as a smooth plane.
I have a fold-out namphlet, dated March 18,
1909, that illustrates and describes this plane.
?art of it is reproduced here (resulting quality
uncertain before printing) but the description
should be of interest.
The plane is ,ertainly an example of high
quality casting and machining. The bed is stamped
'101, but there are no Cliver markings. Cliver
obviously equipped these with the typically tnick,
tapered blades manufactured by Chio tool. (The
blade is stamped with the Ohio w5TFIWIT-T.M.)
It is interesting to note that rather than
using rosewood handles and knobs, they went through
the trouble of varnishing and graining native
hardwood to look like rosewood.
Cne other specimen is reported in the Grand
Rapids area. Information on any others would be
apnreciated.
3ob Cchenas of Maumee, Ohio writes requesting information about a 5 3/5" long blcck plane
with BRATTLEBORO TCCL CO. marked on the blede.
Paul Sebabian reported a similar plane in BARS
Vol. I, No. 3, Pg. 5.
An 1885 issue of Carnentry & Building
illustrates and describes a tench plane manufactured by the Brattleboro Tool Co., Brattleboro,
Vt. This plane was patent T310,473 issued to
William Steers of Rrattleboro on .;an. 6, 1385.
ne can only as-ums that Steers either worked 1
for, or was the owner of the Brattleboro Tool Co.
The Carpentry & Building article indicates
that the planes were made in five sizes. Two or
rm
three bench planes of -.his configuration have been
observed in collections. Bob Ochenas' block plane e r is non-adjustable and was probably offered in
addition to the 5 planes mentioned.
Prior to this, Alliam Steers, then of
Sherbrooke, 4uebec, was issued plane patent 128L,
919 on Sept. 11, 7283. An 181 issue of Carpentr7
Lb
Suilding illustrates and describes this plane.
It was
by C. E. ;ermines & Co., 96
.....
Chambers St., N.Y.C.
111-3 (15)

This plane is shown in c. 1885 trade catalogs such as the E.A.I.A. reprint of Rail and
others. The unique feature of the plane is rosewood strips dovetailed into the sole. Planes of this
type turn up more often than the 3rattleboro planes.
(continued)
Weather Strip Planes
Planes made especially far and adapted
to the needs of those installing the interlocking type of metal weather stripping.The
greatest effort in this work was in planing
the grooves and rabbets required in the doors
and windows. Altho the ordinary planes could
he used, the special planes were handier and
easier to use.
The figures illustrate how this stripping
was applied Co a door; windows were created
in essentially the same way.
The only odd tool required for this work
was a weather stripping saw, or something
similar to make the kerf cuts in the jambs.

XERr

Figures :
Hinge stile; Lock
stile (cop rail similar):
'Bottom rail; Weather
stripping saw; and zinc
strips.

771m47

. ,

Weatherstrip Planes

313

Set of three cast aluminum planes
used to make the common rabbet and
;A plow cuts used in weatherstripping.
2-3 , 1/2" rabbet
3-3 , 3/4"
"
1-A , 1/8" plow

77. STEERS.

Apparently Steers sold this patent to C.Z.
Jennings. Then following in the "style" of Bailey
and hi: Victor planes, Steers wanted T.o continue in
the plane business. Thus, he designed a plane of a
different configuraticn that would net infringe on
the patent he had Fold. He orobably moved to
Brattleboro because he found financial backing there.
Steers also received a plane patent C227,452
on May 11, WO while a resident of :uebec. The
drawings do not indicate a very practical design,
probably the reason none have ever turned up.
Perhaps some interested member could do
further research on Mt. Steers and the Brattleboro
Tool Co.

BENCH PLANE.

Patented Jan. 6, 1885.
Xanufactured by
BRATTLEBORO TOOL CC.

Several members have requested information
about a combination plane manufactured by Otis. A.
Smith of Rockfall, Conn. See ad reproduced here
from a 1912 issue of Carpentry
Building.
Amos Pales received 3 patents for the basic
design and improvements on this plane. #2514,512 on
March 7, 1852, #295,9/6 on April 1, 18814, and
#3148,198 on Aug. 31, 1866. The first two were
issued when he lived in Lenver Colo. The last
patent was issued when he lived in Rockfall, Conn.
We can only asrume he moved to Conn. to find
financial backing for his inventions.
Since all planes observed are marked OTIS
SMITu, and the accompanying ad indicates norri717e
obvious that Smith was the backer for Pales'
invention.

W. STEERS.
BENCH PLANE.
No. 284,919.

Patented Sept. 11, 1883.
IV7 I.

Manufactured by
C. E. .17.1,1NDI0S

It is interesting to note that the ad states
"This tool combines over eighty different woodworking planes". Since the illus. shows two attachable nlates for each cutter, this indicates that
a complete set would total around 160 attachments.
This writer has seen over 50 of these sole plates
in a New England Collection.
If anyone has additional information on Amos
Pales or Ctis Smith it would be appreciated. a.K.s.
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Fales"Patent Variable
Bench Plane
CONSTITUTING
ten' Plow, Deno, Filletster. Matching,
Hollows, Rounds. Beads. aide Rabbets.
nspe-Bill. Cass Moulding, Chamfer, Quarter
. ounds. Nosing and V Planes,
Standard Set (includes plane Malt Und)..:7•90
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Rockfall, Cam.
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"Oliver- TURN TABLE PLANE
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k
SMOOTH PLANE
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BLOCK PLANE
SHOOT BOARD PLANE
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ALL IN ONE
When you have reached a place where
one tool takes the part si three in
your daily duty you can not ignore the
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William L. Goodman, author of
British Planemakers from 1700 and
Vice President of the BritishAmerican Rhykenological Society
for Great Britain. The much ampli
fled second edition of Goodman's
work is now available. American
distributors are the Mechanick's
Workbench, Front Street, Marion,
Mass. 02738. In Great Britain
British Planetnakers . . . may be
secured from the publishers, Arnold
& Walker, 77 High St., Needham
Market, Suffolk, 1P6 8AN. American
price S17.50, British price £7.95.

A label from the collection of Bob Donnelly.

A plane belonging to a California Museum. It appears to be one of the vine
and leaf embellished planes carved at the Brussels Worlds Fair of 1957 which
Laurent Torno told us about in 11-4. This throws the early date into question;
were the date authentic the plane would be very important.

•

An unusual tongue and groove plane found in Maine by Mel Phaff.

Bob Seiferts tiny brass violin planes.

'1111101
(A,B,C) A curious coach makers (?) rabbet owned by
Bob Cameron. It cuts a 1/2- shaving. Maker was
C.00X/16 GREAT QUEEN ST/LINCOLN'S INN
FIELDS/LONDON who worked from 1844 to 1852.

